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Professional in Wood

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bed Slats

Bed slats are used for a type of bed with built-in bed frames that support
a mattress without the use of box springs. This has flexible, laminated
slats which are secured using pivoting slat holders. This base option
provides excellent support and comfort and is often found on the more
expensive bed frames.

Specification&Demensions
Products Name: Bed Slats/ Bed slats with paper foil /Curved Bed Slats
Material: 100% birch or poplar or beech
Width: 38, 53 or others are available
Series:
Thickness: 7, 8, 9, 10mm
Layers: 7 or 8 folds
1. Two sides glued
2. Two sides with decorative
Glue: E1, E2
paper
3. One side glued, one side
with decorative paper
4. Some paper foil are available one side and two sides

Both flat slats and curved slats are available
Radian: 4000R, 5000R, 8000R or as you need.
Angle of back section: 0 to 70 (+/-5)
Angle of leg section: 0 to 30 (+/-5)
Angle of backward and forward respectively: 0 to 10
Tolerance: Length: +/-1mm width and thickness: +/-0.3mm
Style: Natual sanding Decorate paper, Resin coated

Applications
In addition to style and potential comfort, people may
choose slat beds for value. Without the need to
purchase a box spring, more money can be spent on a
quality mattress. Slat beds also tend to offer more under
bed storage space than traditional bed frames, making
them particularly ideal for children’ s rooms. Because of
this reason, it is important to keep kids from jumping on
mattresses supported by slat beds, as they are absent of
springs and the bed may break.
The bed slats are also used for the chair frame, etc.
For information and price contact with Customer Service Rep or your Sales Representative
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